
Health and Research 
IISc, for many of us, is our first step out of the warm shelter of our 
home. We come to this campus, fresh out of college, fresh out of 
home, and are faced with this enormous challenge of growing up 
from kids to adults. The altogether novel problems of having to 
wash our own underclothes and having to choose the place and 
time of our meals is solved differently by different people  right from 
wearing unwashed underclothes to skipping meals! Top it with a 
high work pressure and stress. Solutions we come out with to deal 
with this ranges from overworking to losing heart, from toiling hard 
to even taking one's life. IISc (read 'Research') life is surely not a 
cosy creche for children to learn walking. 

Letting alone the grand problem of life of an IIScian, Voices 
thought of focusing on a specific aspect of it: What does it mean to 
live in IISc in terms of health and hygiene? And who would be 
better people to ask about this but the medical officers of Health 
Centre who take upon themselves the considerable task of looking 
after us IIScians' health. With this idea, Voices met Dr. G. R. 
Nagabhushana, Chief Medical Officer, Health Centre, IISc, and 
Dr. Ghorpade, Consultant (Psychiatry), Health Centre, IISc. 
Excerpts from this informal chat is presented below with the hope 
that this would surely add a tip or two to the way of taking a better 
care of one's health, for each one of us.

Dr. Nagabhushana

What are most common health complaint faced by IIScians?
Most common cases coming to the Health Centre are cold, cough, 
fever, gastro-intestinal problems e.g. loose stools, and stress related 
problems.

What are the health vulnerabilities of an IIScian?
Things which increase the susceptibility of a resident arise mainly 
from high work pressure, competition, peer pressure, loneliness, 
unhealthy food/food habits, unclean water and lack of exercise.
What can a resident do to ensure general good health?
!Exercise
!Healthy food habits
!Sleeping habits

What kind of  exercises are best for a resident?
Walking and games. 45 minutes of brisk walking every day is good 
for burning fats, and keeping the cardio-vascular system in a 
healthy state. Games are a very good way of keeping fit, recreation, 
personality development and socialisation.

What constitutes healthy food habits?
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Have a balanced meal, in right quantity, timing and interval.

What are the ingredients of a balanced meal?
At least two vegetable dishes, fruits, milk (especially for ladies).

But the only regular source of food for residents is mess. How 
does one ensure a balanced diet in that case?
Not to worry. More or less balanced food is available in messes. One 
can always complement that with regular intake of fruit juices.

How does one ensure good eating hygiene?
Mess food is pretty hygienic. Water supply within campus is clean 
and free from contamination.

Many of us often like to eat out. Is it possible to maintain good 
eating hygiene in such case?
Why not? Just make sure you avoid eating at shady places and buying 
cut-fruit etc. Avoid cold eatables e.g. Sweets.

What about water?
Drink profuse amount of water. Preferably 8-10 glasses per day. To 
avoid water bourne infections, always carry your own water-bottle. 
Avoid drinking water available at the canteens.

What do you mean by bad dietary habits?
Frequent consumption of junk food e.g. burgers, pizza, deep fried 
food. Such food cause gastric problems, and are bad for the heart in 
the long run.

What constitutes healthy sleeping habits?
Sufficient amount of good sleep (6-8 hours a day, varying from person 
to person) is necessary. 

Due to the nature of work, we are often forced to keep up late in 
the night. Is it necessary to complete the sleep only during the 
night?
No. It's OK if one is not able to complete his sleep requirements 
during the night. In that case, afternoon nap is a good way to 
compensate lost sleep in the night. One additional point is: Morning 
time is dangerous. The occurrence of heart failures is most common 
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in the early morning time. That happens because of a peculiar 
chemical status of the body early in the morning.
So, what should one do in the morning?
It is very important to be restful in the morning. Start your day 
peacefully. Don't leave your bed in a hurry. Let your body and mind 
warm up before you get into full action.

Over all how possible is it to lead a healthy life in this campus?
IISc campus is an excellent place to lead a healthy life. Certain 
things which are extremely difficult to ensure outside in the city 
come to us for free. For example, good sanitation, no air- and sound-
pollution. Moreover, we have an excellent gymkhana facility which 
can be used by one and all to nurture one's physical health in one's 
own favourite way.

Dr. Ghorpade

How is a researcher's life to be looked upon from the angle of 
psychological health?
There are two contrasting and related facts about research: On the 
one hand, let's accept that a researcher's life is far more 
psychologically stressful than a regular job. During one's PhD 
tenure, one is bound to face tremendous work pressure, frustration, 
indecision, insecurity, loneliness and uncertainty about future. On 
the other hand, the thrill of thinking about something new, and 
solving something as yet unknown to mankind is a tremendous 
booster. An enjoyable research work, complemented with a 
reasonable success at the end of a project, is worth all the hardship 
and stress.

But, sometimes the stress really seems too much to bear. How to 
cope with it?
No easy answer, because every case is different from another. But 
one general rule is: keep personal matters and research separate. 
Don't let them interfere with each other.

What are the academic factors which help maintain good 
psychological hygiene for a research student?
!Guide student relationship: It is very important to have a good 
working relation between the guide and student. If neither the 
guide, nor the student look forward to meet each other on a regular 
basis, either for scientific reason or otherwise, it may indicate a 
strained and ailing guide-student relationship. Such a case may 
have a far-reaching effect on the student's sense of fulfillment with 
his work, and eventually his psychological health. 
!Involvement of guide in research: It is fallacious to think that a 
newly joined research student - however brilliant - would be able to 
steer his research work with negligible involvement of his guide. 
Research is a complex thing to do, and it's easy to lose one's way. At 
least initially, it doesn't help to let that happen too often. By the end 
of his PhD, a student would preferably be capable of defining his 
research agenda independently. To expect the same from him right 
in the beginning of PhD would often subject him to tremendous 
risks and stresses which he mayn't be able to cope with. 

On the other hand, too much external pressurisation from the guide 
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is equally harmful. PhD should be treated as a learning exercise for 
the student to manage research, in both its technical and non-
technical aspect. Productivity is important, but its maximisation in 
the short term is not the whole and sole purpose. The guide should 
regulate his involvement in his student's work only to the extent that 
it keeps serious mistakes at bay, but allows enough freedom so that 
the student grows in his independence and confidence.

How does a research student ensure a psychologically healthy 
lifestyle?
!Abide by Nature's law: Listen to your body. Don't stretch your body 
and mind into unnatural lifestyles and working habits.
!Maintain at least a minimum amount of discipline: For example, 
give importance to timing of meals and sleep. Exercise regularly. 
Keep a good personal hygiene. Preferably work in the day time and 

rest in the night. Discipline brings in routine and habit, and overall is 
very effective in warding off unnecessary stresses that often arise due 
to unfinished chores. Through that, it eventually helps achieve 
higher productivity in the long run.

We usually work alone for long hours. How does socialisation, or 
rather the lack of it, bear upon our psychological health?
Researchers, generally, aren't expected to be socialites. But too 
much of loneliness doesn't help. Socialisation  in so far as it involves 
intellectual exchange of ideas and sharing recreation and hobbies  
helps.

What about spirituality?
Different people understand spirituality in different manners. 
Whatever be your definition of it, being spiritual in your own way 
definitely helps. If you consider yourself religious, make sure to set 
aside sometime in the day for prayers and worship. If you connect 
spirituality with your inner well-being, spend time in healthy 
introspection, yoga and meditation. If you see spirituality in charity, 
take definite steps in helping out people lead a better life. Being able 
to help someone else boosts confidence and meaning in life.

What are the primitive symptoms of psychological ailments?
Following are some common symptoms: Sleep disturbance, sense of 
loneliness, lack of progress, eccentric behaviour, thoughts, ideas etc. 
If one is encountering many of the above symptoms simultaneously 
for a protracted period, it's wise to seek medical help. Early 
counselling will prevent future problems.

But there's a stigma attached to psychological illness.
Yes. That's true. First of all, we appeal to the people of IISc to try and 
minimise this stigma. Psychological illness is like any other illness of 
the body. Most of its variants can be completely cured if treated in an 
appropriate and timely manner. Often, ignoring or hiding it for too 
long may result in serious consequences. Still, we appreciate the 
need for privacy in such cases. People seeking professional 
counselling can get in touch with me at my email id: 
anandprakashg@yahoo.com. In most cases, it will ensure complete 
anonymity. Counselling can be done over mails without the 
necessity of face to face meeting.

Sujit (CSA)



Editorial

It is always easy to take that first step…it is challenging to keep 
working at it and take long strides; it is not the miles you cover but 
the muscles you sore, it is not the thoughts you sow but the actions 
you take! 

Voices going online received immense feedback; we with 
enthusiasm kept counting the hits, notwithstanding that many 
were ours too! Firstly, Thank You for wholeheartedly accepting the 
online version, for your suggestions that will help us innovate, for 
your ideas that keep inspiring us.

The last two months saw temperatures dip to the lowest ever, saw 
its after-effects abound; saw students go through all the exam stress 
and credit completion. One concern on all minds was to beat the 
cold and the stress. Our issue focuses on health related aspects. It 
begins with an interview based write up, Health and Research, 
focusing on the importance of attaining a sound body and a sound 
mind, the dos and don’ts. It takes a peek at the facilities available 
for contract workers and guides us towards the path of eye 
donation. We also look at what the hostel authorities have to say 
about the Hostel and the mess! An innate urge to question is what 
ushers in changes in our society; it is not a bid to play a blame game, 
rather a conscious effort to understand if what is happening is the 
need of the hour and what is the price we are paying. Raising many 
a question to an issue closer home is the article that looks at the 
‘constructional’ development on campus! Giving you respite is a 
tale of betrayal, one of the many instances of romance that brewed 
over a beverage and discovered the beans! We have another new 
blog featured and health again at the Gymkhana corner! For all 
those who love the way words spell, we have a crossword! Crack it 
and find your name in our next issue. Mail in your entries at the 
earliest to, voices.iisc@gmail.com. Do you come on your own, 
when you write, sing, dance, drive, climb mountains…do you pride 
yourself on an achievement that is close to your heart? Then 
Encore!

Wishing you warmer days and many more reading and writing 
moments!

Happy New Year!! 
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Featured Blog

The Featured Blog of this Issue is "nanopolitan" by Dr. T A 
Abinandanan  of Materials Engineering with one of his post. The 
blog is accessible at: <http://nanopolitan.blogspot.com>. The blog 
notes the experience of presenting a research paper in an 
international conference. We felt most students nevertheless 
encounter such instances. We also hope this post can be a window to 
the wide range of issues Dr. Abinandanan covers in his blog. As ever, 
we welcome suggestions/comments from readers on any interesting 
blogs about IISc that can be featured by Voices in the forthcoming 
issues.

Bubbly, bubbly bubbles in science 
(Posted on Friday, April 06, 2007)

Place: Chicago. Time: 1988. Event: My first appearance in a big 
conference. 
[The Fall Meeting of TMS, the professional society of materials 
scientists, is a veritable mela, with thousands of participants 
attending (and presenting papers and posters in) tens of parallel 
sessions over several days. ] 

My own oral presentation was scheduled in one of the sessions titled 
General Abstracts, which means exactly what it says: the five or six 
talks in any one of those sessions can be on anything in materials 
science. 

I reached the lecture hall well in time, and from a carefully selected 
seat in the second row, I surveyed the territory. It was a largish hall 
with a capacity of about fifty seats, with half of them already 
occupied. I could see my adviser two rows behind mine, deep in 
conversation with a friend of his. I could see a few friends in the back 
rows; they waved at me cheerily. More people were pouring in in a 
steady trickle through the two entrances to the hall. 

As we got closer to the session's start, the hall was not just getting 
full, it was overflowing. People stood in the aisles and sat on the floor 
between the screen and the first row. Some people even stood 
outside, peering in through the open doorways. Man, this was 
fantastic! A windfall! 

I was thrilled. I was pumped up. I was going to floor this fabulously 
large audience of my peers (and quite a few stalwarts) with my stellar 
intelligence and superstellar erudition! 

The first talk began. I was too excited then -- and too old now - to 
recall much from that talk, but I do recall one thing. At the end of 
that talk - and even before the session chairman could say, "any 
questions?" - the audience just stood up and trooped out! 
And I, the next speaker, had a grand audience of seven people: two 
friends of mine, my adviser, his friend, the session chairman, the next 
speaker and an unidentified lurker. 

What about the previous speaker? Even she had bolted from the hall 
immediately after she was done. 

Letters to the Editor

Voices: October 2007 Issue
Dear Voices team:
I would like to offer my congratulations for starting a great looking 
web-page for Voices. Also I can see some reorganizing in your team. I 
hope things are improving. I would like to know what are your plans 
about releasing printed copies. Personally I feel that we can stop the 
practice of releasing printed copies (we can save lot of paper). And I 
hope this Voices page could also double up as an (much needed) 
interacting forum for all IIScians. We can work towards popularizing 
this site. Truly great effort.

Best Regards,
Student Council

http://
http://


Marking a new beginning and where are we heading?
The Indian Institute of Science (IISc) will be scripting history by 
celebrating a century of its existence beginning May 27 2008. This 
will be marked by a large number of programs and events apart from 
numerous other initiatives. The institute has even established an 
Archives Cell [http://archives.iisc.ernet.in/index.htm] to collect, 
catalogue and preserve all documents of relevance to the Institute, 
whether they may be in print, audio or video format, notes the 
Director, Prof. P. Balaram. The website presents the historical 
perspective, a section on memorabilia and milestones  along with 
the speech made by Maharaja of Mysore Sri Krishna Raja Wodeyar IV 
during the occasion of laying the corners stone of IISc on 1st Feb 
1911. 

Tata Institute, as it also known locally was founded in 1909 based on 
the endowment created by the visionary JN Tata in 1898. The initial 
tenets of the institute was promoting original investigations in all 
branches of learning (ranging from philosophy to education, 
economics, archaeology, statistics and medicine) and utilize them 
for the benefit of India. However, by the time institute took birth, it 
was meant for promoting 'experimental science and that it aim at 
training students in experimental methods, carrying out original 
research and discharging the functions of an accepted authority and 
referee on all scientific problems arising within its own domain'. 

Yet, in the speech made by the Maharaja of Mysore Krishnaraja 
Wodeyar IV during the occasion of laying the corners stone of IISc 
on 1st Feb 1911, reiterated the larger mission of the institute. He 
noted, “…An agricultural population must of necessity be poor, as 
compared with an industrial one, and this poverty, in the case of 
India, is accentuated by periodical visitations of famine due to an 
uncertain rainfall. It is, of course, beyond the efforts of man to 
change the face of our vast Peninsula and to alter the conditions of 
life of all its teeming millions of agricultural labourers, but 
nevertheless it should be possible by dint of sustained and well-
directed efforts to improve the position of the working classes by not 
only expanding our existing industries but increasing their scope 
and number and in this way reducing the number of people who are 
dependent on the soil for a livelihood.”

Perhaps, as it stood the test of times, the mandates changed to suit 
the demands. From a handful number of departments in the early 
1900s to more than 45 departments and centres, the institute has 
certainly adapted to newer frontiers of advanced scientific research. 
Though sometimes it may seem that we may be merely 'copying' the 
advanced west, there have been some ingenious initiatives through 
Centres like Ecological Sciences or Centre for Sustainable 
Technologies (formerly, ASTRA-Application of Science and 
Technology for Rural Areas) or the upcoming Centre for Earth 
Sciences [http://ceas.iisc.ernet.in]. Nevertheless, popular domains 
like Nanoscience and Information Sciences garner much thrust, as 
is evident from the recent construction of new academic blocks for 
these besides the upcoming blocks for Physical Sciences, Biological 
Sciences, Aerospace Science and International Guest House. Yet, 
there are striking contrasts in the ongoing construction activities. 
On the one hand, the Centre for Sustainable Technologies and 
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Civil Engineering has been pioneering and disseminating 
technologies of low-cost and energy efficient buildings, on the other 
hand, the new construction bear the hallmark of glazed architecture 
and spurs energy consumption. The loss of open space affecting the 
flora and fauna are irreversible. Even the scrub grass landscape 
harboured many life forms notably the Quails and Larks, which have 
all eventually disappeared. 

The respected Finance Minister, Dr. P.  Chidambaram in his Budget 
speech for 2006-07 announced a grant of Rs. 100 crores for making 
this institution on par with Harvard and Cambridge. Well, it must 
have been with all the good intentions our leaders chose IISc to be 
bestowed with such grant. Yet, like many of the great initiatives, this 
one too has its share of contribution to unintended consequences. 
Building world class institutions doesn't translate newer buildings 
alone, but creating and sustaining favourable ecosystem for 
conducting research in every true spirit as envisioned by our 
forefathers. As it appears, the institute will carry forward the same 
existing processes as it embarks its journey ahead. Some of these 
actions can also be compared to the prevalent practices in the City 
Corporation of going on the construction spree as they are all 
tangibles than improving the existing mechanisms for better delivery 
of services. 

Yet, some of these glitches may appear to come in the way of 
achievements of IISc, certainly not. A concern is towards this end is 
that somewhere down the line, definitely there has to be a relook 
into the mode of development towards realising the cherished goals 
of our founding fathers. The challenge lies in creating and sustaining 
favourable ecosystem for research. Perhaps, marking a new 
beginning can also start with improving existing systems and 
processes than creating many more structures with the same 
mechanisms. Change is constant, but to change for the better needs 
a shared vision and commitment. The responsibilities for changing 
these does not necessary lie with the administration alone but with 
every stakeholder: students, staff and faculty. 

Sudhira (CES)
Disclaimer: The opinion expressed in this article is of the author and 
not necessarily of the Voices Team. 

Sources: 
1.The Archive Cell accessible online at: http://archives.iisc.ernet.in 
last accessed: 23rd Dec 2007
2.The New Construction: http://www.iisc.ernet.in/np.pdf last 
accessed: 23rd Dec 2007

‘Encore’ 

A chance for IIScians to talk about their ‘non-academic’ 
achievements!

Go beyond the arena of academia,
Tell us your passion and achievements there.

Literature, music, art, adventure, dance, even cooking…oh 
yeah!

Find ‘Your Space’ in the pages of Voices here.

Encore! Tell us who you are! 
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Medical Facilities for Contract Workers in IISc
A worker, suffering from fever knocking at the hostel door asking for 
a tablet; people of a department pooling in money to help a worker; a 
student taking a worker to the health center for emergency first aid: 
the common thing about all these workers is that they are contract 
employees. These employees are not eligible for the health care 
facilities that are provided to permanent employees of IISc. There 
are some facilities provided to contract employees, but 
unfortunately, they are unaware of these. 

To understand the terms of employment for contract workers better, 
our team members met the deputy registrar and chairman, council 
of wardens. From the information gathered at this meeting, we 
understand that all contract employees are eligible for first aid at 
health center. For this, they need to produce the identity card issued 
to them. According to the  new government rules, the contractor 
who employs the worker has to register them at ESI hospital and has 
to submit ESI registration number for each employee at the time of 
signing the contract. This new rule will come into effect for all 
contract employees working at IISc from April '08 i.e. the new 
financial year. This will make the contract workers eligible to avail 
the regular facilities provided by ESI hospitals. 

These facilities are not the only things that will help these workers. 
Some care on our part will surely help. It's a request to all students 
not to dispose any sharp objects in the dustbins. Hostel authorities 
have agreed to provide special dustbins to dispose sharp objects in 
every hostel. We request all students to make the workers around 
them aware of the health care facilities they are eligible for and also 
help in improving their working conditions.

 Shailesh Patil (CSA) and Vasanta (CSA) 

Gymkhana: Run IISc Run

IISc Alumnus:  Fitness and fashion levels in IISc are much better 
than what they used to be in our days.
IISc Student:  Thanks to aerobics club :).

Take your first step towards healthy lifestyle. Join Aerobics.

The ‘Wordy Way’!
Put at test what you know about IISc, Then and Now!
Caution: Some extra blank spaces to test your wit! :) 

ACROSS
1. A star in the Orion Constellation
3. First batch of students entered 
this department in a General 
manner, Applied their learnings of 
their life
5. This Lord presided over the draft 
proposal of IISc
8. Founded in 1991, Innovation 
and Development is encouraged 
here
9. First name of the current director
10. A chance meeting between J.N. 
Tata and this person in 1893, laid 
the foundation of IISc
 13. Annual cultural event of IISc 
Gymkhana
1 4 .  W h i c h  c o m p a n y ’ s  
advertisement does the board 

above the tea board counter

DOWN
1. First Director of IISc
2. Finally a valid excuse to hang 
around Girls’ Hostels
3. First Indian Director of the 
institute
4. Former Director and Chairman 
of the Space Commission, after 
whom an Auditorium is named
6. Mess turned canteen
7. J.N. Tata’s statue - the place of 
solace! Who designed it?
11. Which most obvious word is 
misspelt on each coffee house 
coupon?
12. 159 species of these have been 
recorded on campus

Close your eyes to see their world.. 
World Sight Day October 11 is an annual event for awareness 
around the world about the prevention and treatment of loss of 
vision. Please give a minute to know about the dark world and if you 
can bring some light to it. 

Eye donation and corneal transplant 
Cornea is transparent tissue covering the front black part of the eye 
and lets light travel through it. Corneal blindness can result from a 
variety of diseases, injury, infection, malnutrition or 
congenital/hereditary. Corneal transplant is a surgical procedure 
which replaces an impaired cornea with a healthy cornea donated 
by someone at death. Corneal transplant is one of the most 
frequently performed human transplant procedures. 

What can I do
!Become a donor by signing a donor card ( online / by post) 

!Let everyone close to you know your wish 
!Spread the awareness 
!When someone known to you leaves the world, plead the relatives of 
the deceased for eye-donation; find your nearest eye-bank online 
Some facts
Almost 0.7 million people in India, mostly children in their early 
childhood, are suffering from corneal blindness. There is a severe lack 
of donor eyes in India and only 7,000 operations are being performed 
every year, while more than 30,000 new victims are added each year. 
Why such apathy
Lack of awareness about the process and details of eye donation is the 
single biggest obstacle to eye donation. The second is people's 
inhibitions and superstitious beliefs. What is required is a systematic 

Continued in next page



Betrayal 
He just sat there casting a beady eye on her.
"How could you?", he started.
Oh gawd! Here we go again.
He blithered, "First you...then him...then both you..." He blathered, 
"I just don't understand, yaar.", Well, he wasn't the only one.
"It's not such a big deal", she started to explain.
"Not a big deal?! Was 1905 a big deal for Physics?", he began. Oh 
boy! this was going to be good.
"Was Anton van Leeuwenhoek's discovery of microorganisms a big 
deal? Was Barbara McClintock's characterization of transposable 
elements a big deal? What about Leon Teisserenc de Bort's 
discovery of atmospheric layers?" , he rattled on as if he were Caesar 
addressing the Senate.
"Arey Baba, just listen to me", she tried again.
"Baba! Baba?! I don't look like anyone's 'baba' ", he gasped. 
Sacrilege. Blasphemy. Heresy. "Sure, I might have lost some hair. 
Everyone can't be like Dhoni, ok. Sure, some health conscious 
people might say that maybe I have put on a teeny-weeny bit of 
weight. But, you know na, I am working out regularly.", he 
mumbled.
Yup, he took this 'working out' business quiet seriously, albeit 
literally: He spends hours reading research papers in the Coffee 
Board.
"You look fine", she placated him.
"They saw both of you, you know", he muttered.
Oh gawd, not "they" again. His perennial eyes and ears. His labees. 
Forever poking their noses into other people's lives. Couldn't they 
just get one of their own?
"You shouldn't believe everything they tell you", she replied curtly.
"That too on a Saturday! In the morning!", he rumbled. There was 
just no stopping him. "I thought I was special. I can't even think of, 
you know, with anyone else. I would never", he continued goggle-
eyed.
"Relax!", she said vexed and weary.
At this point, it is interesting note that unlike the verbs 'stop', 'fire', 
or even 'duck', the word 'relax' never ever has the desired effect. 
Even in the 80s when Frankie said it. Ergo, he bellowed, "WHY DID 
YOU GO TO THE COFFEE BOARD WITH HIM?”
"That's what I am trying to explain. The Coffee Board was closed. 
Second Saturday, you see. We just went to the Tea Board", she 
replied.
“Oohh. That's ok then", came a relieved reply. "Coming to the 
Mess?", he preened.

Aditya (SERC)
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Mess around the Hostel!
In the last week of August 2007, the Hostel Office charged the room 
rent for Rs. 2800 for the next 6 months. This came by as an impolite 
surprise as nobody was informed of the hike in room rent from Rs. 
2500 to Rs. 2800. Much to the surprise of most IISc Hostel boarders, 
the hostel administration didn't bother to notify of the same until the 
Students' Council brought to their attention of this. It was only after 
almost a month, a formal note was circulated. 

The sudden and uninformed hike obviously raised many eyebrows 
for sure. Several students wanted to know the 'reasons' behind this. 
Accordingly the hostel administration thought it would be apt to 
convene a meeting with the student representatives and the 
concerned officials with the hostel administration. The authorities 
defended that this was a long pending proposal and was only cleared 
recently by the 'higher ups' but nevertheless admitted their inaction 
to communicate the same. From what appeared to be only a meeting 
to clarify the hike and delay in notification, it rather opened up a 
Pandora's Box into some issues around the functioning of mess and 
general hostel administration. The reason cited for the hike was the 
general inflation for many supplies and the consequent rise in 
expenditure in regular maintenance. 

One of the key issues that came up is the pilferages going on in all the 
messes. For years now, there doesn't seem to be any solution to do 
away with this and bring in more transparency and accountability, 
but else the advice seemed to suggest 'tolerate' the same. The 
average monthly expenditure for the three messes in a given month 
runs into about Rs. 25 lakhs! A revelation was that the entire the 
finances concerning the mess and possibly hostel remain unaudited. 
At this moment, it is only apt to strongly urge for bringing in 
mechanisms to audit them. Yet, during the meeting one of the 
authority remarked that the scholarships have been hiked and they 
should not be bothered about the meager hike in room rent! 
Continuing on the monitoring aspect, the authorities confirmed that 
they are not tracking the resource (power and water) usage in several 
hostel blocks. However, it was heartening to note that they have 
installed automatic regulator for water pumps in all hostel blocks. 

At the outset, the student representatives at the institute, each mess 
and the concerned authorities certainly evolve corrective 
mechanisms to comprehensively address some of the concerns. This 
will further aid in bringing better delivery of their services with 
greater transparency and accountability. 

Sudhira (CES) and Shyam (MGMT)

VOICES Team:
Madhurima Das (MGMT) Editor-in-Chief, 

 Sujit KC (CSA), Vasanta (CSA), Shyam (MGMT), Aditya (SERC), Rupesh (CSA)  and Sudhira (CES)
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Voices is Growing! 

Do you have it in you to raise the Voice? If yes, its time to be 
on board of the Voices Team. Write/ buzz us at:

Voices.iisc@gmail.com

campaign to eradicate doubts. A third problem is that the people in 
spite of knowledge and intention are not motivated at the time of 
grief. Leave the light of your life for someone still in dark in this 
beautiful world… There can be no greater and worthy a donation 
than eye donation...

Kapil Vyas (alumnus ?)
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